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COVID-19 in patients with
CLL: how can we change
the odds?
Yair Herishanu and Chava Perry | Tel Aviv University; Tel Aviv Sourasky
Medical Center

In this issue of Blood, Roeker et al1 report an updated analysis of an interna-
tional, multicenter study on the outcomes of 374 patients with chronic lym-
phocytic leukemia (CLL) diagnosed with COVID-19. The current analysis
evaluated the case fatality rate in an expanded cohort with a longer follow-
up period and compared outcomes over time. They found that overall case
fatality rate remained high (28%). However, it appeared to have dropped
from 35% in an early cohort, diagnosed before May 2020, to 11% in a later
cohort, diagnosed after May 2020. Interestingly, an overall survival benefit
was observed in patients treated with remdesivir and convalescent plasma.

CLL typically affects elderly patients,
many with numerous comorbidities. It is
commonly accompanied by profound im-
mune dysregulation, related to CLL itself
and/or to anti-CLL therapy. The mecha-
nisms underlying the immunodeficiency
in CLL include quantitative and qualita-
tive defects in cell-mediated immunity,
the complement system, neutrophil and
phagocytic function, and antibody pro-
duction, which are evident at diagnosis
and worsen during disease course.2 In-
fections are the main cause of death in
patients with CLL.2 Hence, it is not sur-
prising that patients with CLL have an in-
creased risk for severe disease as well as
mortality from COVID-19. In a previous
report by the European Research Initiative
on CLL (ERIC) and CLL Campus, mortality
rate in 190 patients with CLL hospitalized
with COVD-19 appeared similarly high,
reaching 32.5%.3 In a meta-analysis of
3377 predominantly hospitalized patients,
with various hematologic malignancies

(including CLL) and COVID-19, the risk of
death was 34%, and age was strongly
associated with mortality.4 Recent sys-
temic anticancer therapy did not in-
crease the risk of death.4 In the ERIC
study3 as well as in the study by Roeker
et al, data were retrospectively collected
on patients diagnosed with symptomatic
COVID-19, confirmed by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) detection of severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2). The fatality rate in this
setting may have been overestimated,
as more severe cases were more likely
to be included. Asymptomatic patients
and those with mild symptoms who
were not PCR confirmed may not have
been included.

The prominent reduction in mortality
from 35% in patients diagnosed before
May 2020 (“early cohort”) to 11% in pa-
tients diagnosed afterward (“later
cohort”) is encouraging and intriguing.1

One explanation is that the later cohort
included a larger proportion of patients
with mild symptoms who were diag-
nosed because of increased awareness
of COVID-19 and more extensive screen-
ing to detect SARS-CoV-2 over time.
That is supported by the lower hospitali-
zation rates and lower rates of hospital-
ized patients requiring intensive care unit
(ICU) care in the later cohort. Another
possibility is better patient management
owing to increasing experience, expand-
ing therapeutic options, and improved
capacity of health systems to manage an
influx of patients.

The current therapeutic strategies in the
management of COVID-19 include 3 mo-
dalities: antiviral agents, to prevent viral
replication; immunomodulators, to atten-
uate the dysregulated host immune re-
sponse accompanying severe disease;
and thromboprophylaxis, to mitigate
against the predisposition of a hypercoa-
gulability state in patients with COVID-
19. Among the anti–COVID-19 therapies
given to patients with CLL and analyzed
in this study,1 only remdesivir and conva-
lescent plasma were shown to improve
survival, whereas corticosteroids and hy-
droxychloroquine had been associated
with an increased risk of death. Remdesi-
vir, an antiviral drug, was approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA ) for the treatment of COVID-19,
based on clinical results showing that it
shortens time to recovery in adults hospi-
talized with lower-respiratory-tract infec-
tion.5 Clinical trials investigating the
efficacy of convalescent plasma in patients
with COVID-19 yielded equivocal re-
sults,6,7 which has recently led the FDA
to revise the convalescent plasma emer-
gency use authorization, approving its
use only for the treatment of hospitalized
patients with COVID-19 early in the dis-
ease course or hospitalized patients with
impaired humoral immunity. Several
single-agent or combined cocktail SARS-
COV-2–specific monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs) were authorized for use in nonho-
spitalized patients with mild to moderate
COVID-19. It is unclear whether these anti-
bodies were used in the present study
population and whether that may have
contributed to the better outcome in the
late cohort.

Although the authors did not provide
data regarding the specific anti–COVID-
19 agents used in each cohort,1 the find-
ings that the mortality rate has dropped
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in hospitalized patients, including in
those requiring supplemental oxygen,
but not in those requiring ICU level care,
may reflect better management of pa-
tients over time, but also highlight the
significance of early introduction of vari-
ous anti–COVID-19 therapies to prevent
clinical deterioration to ICU level care.
The findings that corticosteroids in-
creased both secondary infections and
death rates in patients with CLL and
COVID-19 are intriguing. In the RECOV-
ERY trial,8 the use of dexamethasone im-
proved survival in patients hospitalized
with COVID-19 who received respiratory
support. Perhaps the impaired immune
reactions in patients with CLL moderate
the hyperinflammatory reactions to
COVID-19, thus turning corticosteroids
beneficial effects to somewhat redundant
in this frail population.

After the acute phase of SARS-CoV-2 in-
fection, seroconversion is noted in nearly
all immunocompetent subjects, whereas
it was documented in only 60% of the
patients with CLL.1 Failure to produce
protective antibodies may put seronega-
tive patients at risk for reinfection with
SARS-CoV-2 and consequently justifies
vaccinating all patients with CLL who
have recovered from COVID-19. Like-
wise, patients with CLL may develop per-
sistent COVID-19 infection, as result of
their inability to effectively eradicate the
virus. In such cases, prolonged shedding
of infectious SARS-CoV-2 virus and
within-host genomic evolution may even-
tually lead to emergence of new virus
variants.9 Antibody-mediated response
to COVID-19 vaccines in patients with
CLL is also impaired and impacted by
disease activity and anti-CLL treatment.10

High rates of humoral responses to
COVID-19 vaccine were observed in pa-
tients with CLL in remission after treat-
ment. Treatment-naive patients had a
lower rate of response to vaccination,
whereas only a minority of patients on
active treatment at the time of vaccina-
tion responded.10 Recently, administra-
tion of a third messenger RNA COVID-
19 vaccine dose to solid-organ transplant
recipients was shown to significantly im-
prove humoral response to the vaccine,
as 44% of seronegative patients became
seropositive after a third dose.11 Given
the high risk of severe COVID-19 disease
and impaired antibody-mediated im-
mune response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus
and its vaccine in patients with CLL, a
booster dose may be justified in patients

with CLL who fail to achieve seropositivi-
ty after 2 vaccine doses.

In summary, Roeker et al report on the
recent outcome of patients with CLL and
COVID-19, showing decreased risk of
death, and provide hints regarding the
efficacy of specific treatments in these
patients. The gathering data call for early
application of antiviral drugs, mAbs, and
convalescent plasma as well as improved
vaccination strategy, to improve the
odds for patients with CLL confronting
COVID-19. As the global COVID-19 pan-
demic is ongoing and seems far from
resolution, especially as the virus contin-
ues to mutate, well-designed, large-scale
prospective studies, on the clinical
course, outcomes, the efficacy of specific
therapeutics, and vaccination timing and
schedule, in patients with CLL and
COVID-19, are still warranted.
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A viral cause of APL
Rachel E. Rau1 | Texas Children’s Hospital

In this issue of Blood, Astolfi et al report the first known cases of acute pro-
myelocytic leukemia (APL) caused by integration of the ubiquitous, seemingly
nonpathogenic torque teno mini virus (TTMV) into the RARA locus.1

APL accounts for 5% to 10% of pediatric
and adult acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
and is characterized by specific clinical
and biologic features and is managed by
a unique therapeutic approach. Indeed,
compared with other AML subtypes, it
seems APL diagnosis, biology, and thera-
py are well defined with little left to be

worked out. The diagnosis and manage-
ment of APL often proceeds down a rela-
tively predictable path beginning with
the patient presenting with a variably
high white blood cell count with promye-
locytic blasts, typically with characteristic
intense azurophilic granules and obvious
Auer rods. Diagnosis is facilitated by the
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